DVS-2-FP

Flat Panel Digital Viewing Station
The new S&S Flat Panel Digital Viewing Station (DVS-2-FP) is designed to help
departments convert to new digital formats while still maintaining the presence of existing
film technologies, and eliminates the need for custom carpentry.
This unit is designed to accommodate all sizes of flat panel monitors, and is ideal to cross
reference film and digital images on one workstation, in a small area.
Designed to improve radiologists viewing comfort and efficiency, this functional
workstation provides a large work surface with pull out writing shelf, abundant legroom,
easy access to two additional 120 volt power outlets on each side (for laptop, dictation
equipment or Bright Spot illuminator.)
The use of flat panel portrait monitors reduces the already small footprint to a minimum, to
efficiently utilize department floor space. An optional versa-mount rail is available to
accommodate monitor installation just below top illuminator shelf for added work surface.
The adjustable top shelf is designed to hold up to a 4-bank illuminator (from the S&S 4000,
3000 or 2000 Series). The top shelf is fully adjustable vertically to minimize the space
between viewing surfaces. The lower shelf is designed to hold flat panel monitors and
peripherals. The bottom support has room for computer hardware and cabling. The optional
hinged bottom front cover hides the computer hardware and cabling without diminishing
legroom.
The body of the Digital Viewing Station is constructed of cold rolled steel with a baked
enamel finish. The work desk is covered with formica and has an oak bull nose for
enhanced appearance and durability. The DVS-2-FP comes with adjustable leveling legs.
Optional heavy-duty casters are available for mobility.
(The shelves on this unit are also available to upgrade existing DVS units, to convert to Flat
Panel monitors and reduce overall footprint. Other widths available.)
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Product Number:

DVS-2-FP

Dimensions:

61"W x 56"H x 32"D (does not include illuminator)

Electrical:

120 Volt, 60 Hz, 4 Amps (on front of viewing station)

